• Problem: Cardiac disturbances difficult to diagnose and treat -Limited data -Reflex actions
• Solution: Minimal Model + Patient-Specific Parameter ID -Interactions of simple models to create complex dynamics -Primary parameters -Identification must use common ICU measurements -E.g. increased resistance in pulmonary artery pulmonary embolism, atherosclerotic heart disease
• However: Identification for diagnosis requires fast parameter ID -Must occur in "clinical real-time" -Limits model and method complexity (e.g. parameter numbers, non-linearities, …) 
Integral Method Integral Method --Concept Concept
Discretised solution analogous to measured data
• Work backwards and find a,b,c
• Current method -solve D. E. numerically or analytically • Integral method is at least 1000-10,000 times faster depending on starting point
• Thus very suitable for clinical application
Integral method with discrete data Integral method with discrete data
• If only given max and min, scale pre-computed waveforms (cts input) • Requires typically several iterations -but fast convergence since integrals filter modelling error and noise
• "Simulation" can be replaced by closed form analytical approximations -immediate evaluation at steady state • 10 5 -10 6 times faster than standard methods (non-linear regression) • Integral-based parameter ID patient specific models -Simulation: ID errors from 0-10%, with 10% noise -Animal models: Pulmonary embolism, septic shock (with and without hemofiltration) Pressures (Total Error) < 8% Volumes (Total Error) < 5% -PEEP Therapy prediction: within 10% error
• Identifiable using a minimal number of common measurements -Rapid ID method, easily implemented in Matlab -Rapid ID = Rapid diagnostic feedback
• Future Work = septic shock, ischemia, human trials and other disease states (2008-) 
